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ABSTRACT 

We have measured the wavefront and the divergence of the Beamlet prototype laser under a variety of conditions. 
Emphasis of the tests was on quantifying best attainable divergence in the angular regime below 30 prad to benchmark 
propagation models that are used to set wavefront gradient specifications for NIF optical components. Performance with and 
without active wavefront correction was monitored with radial shearing interferometers that measured near-field wavefront 
at the input and output of the main amplifier with a spatial resolution of 1 cm, and cameras which measured the 
corresponding intensity distributions in the far field with an angular resolution of 0.3 prad. Details of the measurements are 
discussed and related to NIF focal spot requirements and optics specifications. 
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1. INTRODUCTItiN 

Certain target requirements for the National Ignition Facility (NIF) call for the delivery of 500 TW of 0.351~pm 
(30) radiation inside a 250~pm diameter focal spot [1,2]. For the 7.7-m focal-length lenses on the NIF target chamber this 
spot size corresponds to a half angle of 16 prad, which sets a stringent upper limit for the divergence of the laser. There are 
several sources of divergence in the laser, primarily in the 1.053~ym (1 w) section, that can significantly degrade the quality 
of the focal spot unless mitigated or otherwise controlled. These sources fall readily into four categories: thermally induced 
phase errors related to heat accumulation in the amplifiers, including gas turbulence effects [3,4]; prompt phase errors 
related to a rapid deformation of the amplifier slabs during pumping [5]; static phase errors related to the finishing, 
mounting and alignment of the optical components; and nonlinear phase errors associated with intensity-dependent ripple 
growth and whole-beam self focusing (B integral) that occur at high power 16-81. At a given power level, minimum 
divergence and maximum laser brightness is achieved when the system is cold and thermally induced phase errors are 
absent. In this case, performance is primarily limited by the fraction of prompt and static phase errors that remain 
uncorrected by the wavefront control adaptive optic system. 

Recent wavefront characterization experiments conducted on the Beamlet prototype laser [9] have played an 
important role in ensuring that the NIF will meet its focal spot requirements. As a result of this work we have quantified the 
beam quality at the injection point to the main amplifier; static phase errors in the main amplifier with the system cold; 
prompt pump-induced phase errors in the main amplifier; limits of phase error correction with the adaptive optics system; 
and the best attainable output beam divergence at both low and high power. Important applications of the data have been 
the validation of NIF propagation models, and the establishment of transmitted wavefront specifications for NIF optics. The 
next section contains a brief description of the Beamlet measurements, and summarizes the results for the different laser 
configurations tested. Results are discussed in Section 3. Specific details of the measurements are covered in the appendix. 

2. BEAMLET MEASUREMENTS 

The Beamlet laser, shown schematically in Figure 1, is equipped with an adaptive optics system (AOS) to 
compensate for wavefront aberrations in both the preamplifier and main amplifier [lO,ll]. The active component in the 
Beamlet AOS is a 7-cm square deformable mirror (DIM) with 39 independent actuators; the number of actuators and their 
arrangement is similar in design to the 40-cm mirror that will be deployed in the main amplifier cavity on the NIF ] 121. On 
Beamlet, the mirror resides at the output of the preamplifier and conditions the wavefront of the pulse before it is injected 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Beamlet laser system showing locations of the deformable mirror and relevant 
diagnostics. Beam sizes at the ouputs of the preamplifier and main amplifer are 5 and 34 cm, respectively. _ 



into the main amplifier cavity. Wavefront data for closed-loop control of the mirror is provided by either of two 77-element 
Hartmann sensors located in diagnostic packages situated at the input and output of the main amplifier. Closed-loop control 
allows the figure of the mirror to be updated continuously (-1 Hz) to maintain a predetined wavefront at the Hartmann 
sensor, which is typically specified to be either “flat” or a compensating figure determined from the wavefront error 
measured on a previous shot (termed “prefigure”). Additional diagnostics check the operation of the AOS and quantify 
beam quality. The primary tool that we have used for this task is the radial shear interferometer. A 4-x radial-shear 
interferometer in the input diagnostic package measures wavefront at the plane of the DFM. A 16-x device located in the 
output diagnostics measures wavefront at the output relay plane of the transport spatial filter, which is the location of the 
frequency converter. High-magnification far-field cameras in both packages measure the focal spot intensity distribution. A 
detailed description of the diagnostics and the methods used to extract wavefront from the radial shear data are presented in 
the appendix. 

Measurements of wavefront and divergence at low power were obtained under a variety of conditions to quantify 
system performance and optimize the AOS in the absence of nonlinear phase retardation effects. Table 1 lists the eleven 
configurations of the laser that were tested: the preamplifier of the laser up to the plane of the DF’M, and the full system up 
to the output of the transport spatial filter, for several configurations of the DFM (including a flat mirror in place of the 
DFM) and with the 5-cm rod in the preamplifier and 40-cm slabs in the main amplifier either static or pumped. All of the 
measurements were performed with the system cold, meaning that the minimum time interval between shots was 20 
minutes for the preamplifier, and 14 hours for the main amplifier. Output power was held below 0.7 TW in 3 ns. 
Performance of the optimized system was also measured at high power as discussed in the next Section. 

* closed-loop opera tic In to maintain indicated wavefront at indicated Hartmann sensor until 1 second prior to shot 

Configuration 
preamp, no DPM 

preamp, WI DFM 

system, no DPM 
system, w/ DFM 

Table 1. Configuration summary of cold-system tests at low power 

A summary of the low-power test result&is given in Table 2, which lists values for several parameters that have 
been calculated from the measured wavefronts: peak-to-valley error, root-mean-squared (RMS) error, RMS gradient, Strehl 
ratio, divergence half angle (80% power) and peak far-field intensity. To calculate these quantities we used a simplified flat- 
top model for the amplitude of the Beamlet beam that has the following characteristics: a beam size of 340 mm at the 1% 
level, beam corners of radius r,= 45 mm, and an edge roll off defined by a 10th power super-gaussian exp[-(r/ro)lO] with r. = 
rJ(lnlOO)“‘O and the origin (r = 0) located a distance r, in from the beam edge. The edge profile produced by this model is 
not exact, but is very similar to that which we measure on Beamlet. Sampling for the wavefront statistics (peak-to-valley 
error, RMS error, RMS gradient) was restricted to the area of the beam having amplitude greater than or equal to 50% of 
the peak, to avoid the edges of the beam where the signal level is low and the uncertainty in the measured wavefront is 
large. Strehl ratio was calculated From the following formula: 



preamp, no DFM none 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 0.57 
none x - 1 2 1 0.5210.06 

Configuration AOS wavefront 
Interferometry Far-field data 

pumped # P-V error RMS error RMS grad*’ Strehl 80% l/2 peak 80% l/2 peak 
ratio 

rod 1 slabs 
angle intensity** angle intensity** 

waves waves waves/cm prad prad 
0.10 0.03 0.69 2.97 6.97 

0.10/0.00 0.03lO.00 0.7010.02 3.5710.59 7.2210.30 43410.44 5.8410.26 
0.0610.01 0.0310.00 0.8710.05 2.7610.19 8.4310.34 - 
0.0810.01 0.03lO.00 0.7810.04 4.5910.46 7.7110.22 4.2610.34 7.8810.12 

preamp, WI DFM flat at input 2 1 0.3210.05 
flat at input x - 3 1 0.5110.06 

S’ 
Iprefigured at output I x 1 - I 4 1 2.7810.26 I 0.6310.04 1 0.1610.01 1 O.OOlO.00 1 20.512.11 

0.00 1 0.1310.00 t 0.01/0.00 1 15.61 1.03 ystem, no DFM 1 none 
System, WI DFM 

1 x 1 - I 2 I 1.6310.01 I 0.331 

I flat at outnut I x I - I 4 I 1.05lO.15 I 0.19/0.02 I 0.1 
I flat at input x - 1 3 1 1.9010.16 1 0.4110.06 1 0.1410.03 0.01/0.01 14.110.41 0.9410.13 14.5511.84 0.9710.13 

010.00 0.2310.09 10.91 1.82 3.3210.86 10.4510.57 3.2210.69 
flat at output X X 1 4 1 3.0210.06 1 0.5610.01 0.1810.00 0.0510.01 26.510.4X 0.5210.09 26.491 1.65 0.8110.16 

II " 0.01 0.1610.00 0.0610.02 18.110.54 0.6110.20 20.1910.62 0.6310.08 lnrefinured at outout 1 x 1 - 1 3 1 2.2310.20 I 0.401 
prefigured at output x X 1 3 1 0.93/ 0.07 1 0.1410.01 1 O.lOlO.01 1 0.4510.04 1 9.4510.44 1 4.4510.44 1 10.7610.64 1 6.3510.68 

k root-sum-squares (RSS) of RMS gradients in horizontal and vertical directions 
** 1O22 Wlsr-TW. Divide by the square of the lens focal length in cm to obtain irradiance (W/cm* per TW). 

0.4210.14 1 - 
1.0710.27 I 15.9510.83 I 1.2010.23 

Table 2. Results summary of cold system tests at low power 
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where A is the modeled amplitude and Cp is the measured phase. This formula differs slightly from that of reference [ 131, in 
that it singles out and parameterizes the wavefront quality by relating the on-axis intensity in the focal spot to the intensity 
that would be achieved for a field without phase aberrations, but with the same spatial amplitude profile. The corresponding 
intensity distributions in the far field were calculated using standard fast Fourier transform techniques and quantified using 
codes we have developed to analyze Beamlet far-field data. The calculated values for divergence half angle and peak 
intensity are listed in the table, along with measured values obtained from actual far-field data. Inspection reveals that the 
measured phase combined with a simple amplitude model closely reproduces the essential features of the measured focal 
spot; i.e. spot size and peak intensity, lending confidence that the wavefront measurements are accurate. The majority of the 
entries in the table are shown as two numbers separated by a backslash to indicate the average value obtained from multiple 
data, and the maximum excursion from the average; the number of data points averaged is also listed. 

3. DISCUSSION 

The output of the Beamlet preamplifier is very close to diffraction limited. The CW measurements show that the AOS 
improves the wavefront of the preamplifier by - 0.25 waves to achieve a residual error of 0.32 waves peak to valley, 0.06 
waves RMS. In this case the Strehl ratio was 0.87 and the peak far-field intensity was 8.4x10** W/sr-TW, which is 81% of 
the theoretical maximum for a square beam of this size (PD*/L* with P = 1 TW and D = 34 cm). Firing the 5-cm rod added 
- 0.2 waves of prompt phase error that was not readily evident unless the AOS was actively correcting the static error. With 
the rod pumped, wavefront measured with and without the DFM was qualitatively different but similar in peak-to-valley 
and RMS error. As shown in Figure 2, the 80% spot size was equivalent for the two cases (4.3 p.rad half angle) but the 
DFM improved the brightness of the focal spot by -30%. These results are consistent with those of reference [ 141. 

Beam quality at the output of the system is approximately 2.5 times the diffraction limit with the AOS optimized to 
correct both prompt and static wavefront errors in the main amplifier. With the preamplifier pumped and the main 
amplifiers static (rod shot condition), the residual wavefront error at the output of the system was -1 wave peak to valley, 
0.2 waves RMS, and the 80% half angle of the focal spot was 10.5 prad (Figure 3a). The measurement was made with the 
AOS operating closed-loop to maintain a flat wavefront at the output Hartmann sensor up until one second prior to the shot. 
Data obtained under similar conditions, but with the main amplifiers pumped yielded an output wavefront error of - 3 
waves peak to valley, 0.6 waves RMS, and a much-degraded focal spot (Figure 3b). The difference between these two 
wavefronts gives the prompt distortion caused by pumping the large amplifiers, shown in Figure 4. The phase profile in the 
horizontal direction is in good agreement with models of propagation through the Beamlet amplifier slabs [15]. The phase 
profile in the vertical direction shows significant curvature which is not present in the model, and which is not fully 
understood. Nonetheless, with an appropriate prefigure of the DFM based on this measurement, it was possible to achieve 
an output wavefront and focal spot on a low-power system shot that were equivalent in quality to the data obtained on rod- 
shots (Figure 3~). In fact, a slight improvement in brightness over the rod-shot condition was observed, which is partly 
attributed to correction of the small distortion from the 5-cm rod that was included in the measurement of the prompt 
distortion that we used to establish the prefigure of the DFM. 

The above data demonstrates that the 39-actuator design of the DIM is highly effective at correcting the prompt 
wavefront distortions incurred in the main amplifier, and that as a result, the focusability of the laser is primarily limited by 
the static errors in the main amplifier that are not correctable with the AOS. In the case of Beamlet, this residual error has 
been shown to meet the NIF high-brightness focal spot requirements at both low and high power. Table 3 summarizes the 
results of high-power focal spot measurements conducted with an optimized AOS at output powers of up to 5.3 TW (lo) 
and 3.1 TW (30) in a 200-ps pulse. Amplifier configuration is denoted 11-O or 11-5, depending on whether the booster 
amplifier was static or pumped. Maximum power was achieved with the 11-5 configuration, for which the B-integral 
accumulated in the amplifier was 2.6 radians. The corresponding 80% power half angles of the lo and 30 focal spots were 
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Figure 2. (a) Far-field intensity distibutions at the output of the Beamlet preamplifier measured with and without 
the deformable mirror. Angles are scaled to the main amplifier. (b) Corresponding plots of the azimuthally- 
averaged intensity and radial integrations showing the angular distribution of power. In both cases 80% of the 
power is contained inside a half-angle of 4.3 pad. 
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Figure 3. Iw wavefront and focal spot measured at the output of the main amplifier for (a) rod-shot with the AOS 
maintaining a flat wavefront up until one second prior to the shot, (b) same AOS condition as (a) but with the main 
amplifiers pumped, and (c) main amplifiers pumped with the AOS maintaining an optimized pretigured wavefront 
up until one second prior to the shot. Wavefronts have been weighted by the modeled field amplitude for display. 
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Figure 4. (a) Prompt wavefront distortion caused by pumping the main amplifier, weighted by the 
modeled field amplitude. (b) Horizontal (-) and vertical (....) linescans through beam center 
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Figure 5. (a) Static wavefront distortion of the main amplifier, weighted by the modeled field 
amplitude (b) Horizontal (-) and vertical (....) gradient distributions after filtering with a cut-off 
frequency of 0.03 mm~‘. Total RMS gradient is the RSS of o. and oY. 



12 and 15 l&ad, representing an improvement of approximately 30% over previous results obtained with a non-optimized 
AOS [8]. Scaling the power in the 30 focal spot (0.8 x 3.1 TW) by the ratio of NIF to Beamlet beam sizes 
(1240 cm211050 cm2), and multiplying by the number of beams (192) and the transmission of the final optics (0.94) results 
in a NIF-equivalent performance of 540 TW inside 215 prad. Thus if the quality and associated static errors of the NIF 
optics are held to Beamlet levels, the NIF focusing requirements should be achievable. 

* lO22 Wlsr-TW. Divide by the square of the lens focal length in cm to obtain irradiance (W/cm2-TW) 

Table 3. Summary of cold system focal spot measurements at high power 

The static wavefront errors in the Beamlet amplifier were quantified by calculating the difference between the input and 
output wavefronts, as measured on a rod shot with a flat mirror in place of the DFM. The result, shown in Figure 5, has 
proven useful for correlating optics finishing specifications with focal spot performance. For this purpose, it is useful to 
divide the focal spot into two angular regimes: an outer region, corresponding to divergence angles greater than -30 urad, 
and an inner region, or central core. Finishing effects of concern for the outer region of the focal spot are high-frequency 
figure errors, usually associated with polishing, that have characteristic scale lengths less than -33 mm. The appropriate 
specification in this regime is the power spectral density of the transmitted wavefront, or PSD [16]. In the central core of the 
focal spot, corresponding to divergence angles less than -30 urad, the finishing effects of importance are the longer- 
wavelength figure errors, for which the appropriate specification is the RMS gradient of the transmitted wavefront [17]. 
Applying a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.03 mm-’ to the difference data in the figure, and calculating the 
RMS gradient of the result yields’s value of 1300 .&cm for all of the optics combined. Assuming incoherent addition of 
phase between different elements, and accounting for multiple coherent passes through sections of the amplifier, the average 
RMS gradient per optic is estimated to be 1300/17.2 = 75 &cm. Simulations that use an average gradient distribution based 
on this result, and nominal PSD’s obtained from high-resolution interferograms of individual optics, predict focal spots that 
are consistent with the Beamlet results [ 181. Thus to ensure focal spot performance equivalent to Beamlet, specifications for 
NIF optics currently limit the RMS gradient of the transmitted wavefront to 70 &cm for spatial scale lengths > 33 mm. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Radial shear interferometry has been used to characterize the phase front of the Beamlet prototype laser with high 
resolution. Test results have shown that the prompt phase errors that result from pumping the 40-cm aperture slab 
amplifiers are almost entirely correctable with the Beamlet adaptive optics system, which uses a 39-actuator deformable 
mirror design that is similar but of smaller scale to what will be fielded on the NIF. Static phase errors in the main 
amplifier were only partially correctable, resulting in a residual error of -1 wave peak to valley, 0.2 waves RMS. The 
corresponding Iw focal spot was approximately 2.5 times the diffraction-limit, with only a small increase in the 80% power 
diameter observed for output power levels up to 5.1 TW, and total accumulated B-integrals in the main amplifier-of up to 
2.6 radians. The corresponding 3w focal spot meets the NIF requirement of 500 TW inside of a 250~urn diameter circle. 



5. APPENDIX 

This appendix contains a description of the diagnostics, including the radial shear interferometers, the far-field 
cameras, and the characterization of their resolution. The layouts for the diagnostics are depicted in Figure 1. 

The design of the radial shear interferometers is similar to the three-mirror counter-propagating ring configuration 
of reference [19]. The beam to be measured enters the interferometer through one of the mirrors which serves as a splitter 
and is down-collimated by an afocal telescope located inside the ring. The portion of the incident beam that reflects off the 
splitter travels through the ring in the opposite direction and is up-collimated by the telescope to form the reference beam. 
The radially sheared beams recombine at the splitter and are relayed to a 1024x1024 pixel CCD camera that records the 
resulting interference pattern. A high-frequency fringe pattern is essential for the data analysis and is achieved by tilting the 
splitter. The key difference between this interferometer and the interferometer of reference [19] is our use of the relay 
properties of the intra-ring telescope to image the splitter onto itself. This feature is critical for measuring the wavefront of 
the beam at a specific plane, and in addition makes for a stable and alignment-insensitive device. 

The first step in extracting wavefront from the radial shear data is accomplished by means of the Fourier transform 
method of Takeda et al [20]. The high-frequency fringe pattern is first masked with the amplitude model to eliminate 
background, then Fourier transformed and shifted to move one of the side-band spectrums that is centered at the frequency 
of the carrier fringes to the center of the grid. At this point the spectrum must be filtered to keep only the shifted side band, 
and there are many ways to proceed; the method we have chosen is to filter out all frequencies except those lying within a 
specified pass band about the desired portion of the spectrum. The pass band of the filter establishes the minimum scale 
length for structure that will be visible in the reconstructed wavefront; for our analysis we used +I- 35 urad for the 
preamplifier data and +I- 70 l.uad for the output data. Inverse transforming the filtered spectrum yields the complex fringe 
visibility function, from which the phase (modulo n) is calculated by taking the arctangent of the imaginary part divided by 
the real part. Unwrapping the n; transitions in the phase with a straightforward algorithm produces the measured wavefront. 

The wavefront reconstructed at this point is not the actual wavefront since the reference wavefront against which it 
was measured is not planar. To derive the actual wavefront from the data we use an iterative algorithm that starts with a 
guess that the actual wavefront looks like the wavefront that has been reconstructed 

W"=D, (2) 

where W" denotes the zeroth-order estimate of the actual wavefront and D represents the processed data. The estimate W" 
is then used to calculate a new sheared interferogram (i.e. the estimated wavefront minus a radially sheared version of 
itself), compared with the data, and the difference applied as the first-order correction: 

A'= D - (W" - Wosheared), (3) 
W'=W'+A'. 

A second order correction is then calculated using the first-order wavefront 

A2= D - (W' - Wtshewed), (4) 
W2=W'+A2 

and so on until the jth-order estimate of the wavefront reproduces the data with the required accuracy 

A& D - (W-1 - wj-lshewed) s 0. (5) 

Between iterations the wavefront is also corrected to maintain zero piston. We found this method to converge to an RMS 
error of co.003 waves between the calculated and measured wavefronts after only three to four iterations. 

Irradiance distributions in the far field were recorded with 16-bit scientific grade CCD cameras: a 512x512.pixel 
camera located in the front end and a 1024 x 1024 pixel camera located in the output sensor. The cameras were measured to 



have magnifications of 0.13 1 l.uad/pixel for the front-end camera and 0.337 l.trad/pixel for the output camera, referenced to 
the plane of the transport spatial filter pinhole. These values are accurate to within +I- 1.8%. 

Diagnostic resolution was evaluated using single-mode fiber optic sources in the input and output Hartmann sensor 
packages that provide reference wavefronts with errors of less than 0.1 waves peak to valley. The reference source in the 
front end is injected into the beam path near the Hartmann lenslet array and double passed through the sensor optics by 
means of a mirror inserted near the diagnostic sampling mirror. The resulting wavefront measured with the interferometer 
has a calculated Strehl of 0.93 and an RMS error of 0.05 waves, most of which is believed to originate in the 6” optics that 
feed the sensor. In contrast, injecting the reference source directly into the interferometer.yieids a Strehl of 0.99 and an 
RMS error of less than 0.02 waves. This small error is ignored, and the measured double-pass wavefront is halved and 
subtracted from each interferogram to compensate for the sensor optics. This correction is similar to the correction applied 
to the Hartmann sensor, with the result that both the interferometer and the sensor effectively measure wavefront at the 
plane of the retro mirror. The resolution of the far field camera was checked by stopping down the reference source to an 
effective diameter of 340 mm with a circular aperture and measuring the focal spot. The result showed 80% of the power 
inside the diffraction-limited half angle of 3.8 prad (instead of 84%), and a measured peak intensity of 7.8~10” Wlsr-TW 
that is 95% of the theoretical maximum for this beam size (PnD214h2). A Strehl ratio of 0.95 inferred from both results is in 
good agreement with the wavefront measurement. Note that the far field diagnostic is not corrected for the figure of the 
sensor optics. 

A similar calibration was performed for the output diagnostics, except that in this case the mirror for the reference 
source is located in the 20-mm beam path at the entrance to the sensor, with the result that the large optics that feed the 
sensor are not sampled. The wavefront of the small optics comprising the sensor is expected to be good and is, having an 
RMS error of 0.02 waves and a Strehl of 0.98 as measured with the 16x radial shear interferometer. Measurement of the 
focal spot with the reference source stopped down to an effective diameter of 325 mm yielded a peak intensity is 7.5~10” 
W/sr-TW, which is equal to the diffraction limit. To quantify the aberrations of the large optics that feed the sensor we 
positioned the end of a single-mode fiber at the plane of the transport spatial filter pinhole and measured the transmitted 
beam in the output sensor. With focus removed, the wavefront error measured with the interferometer was 0.28 waves peak 
to valley, 0.04 waves RMS, indicating that the focal spots measured in the sensor are representative of conditions in the 
transport spatial filter. 
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